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Akc reunite registration form

Back To Products &amp; Services AKC Reunite pet recovery service links all your important contact information to your dog's AKC registration number that is printed on a custom AKC collar label, including our pet recovery service free phone number. When your dog is found, AKC Reunite
will call you immediately, send you an email and text you to get you and your dog together as quickly as possible. Even better, you can also include your pet's microchip identification number for added protection and, unlike other pet recovery services, we do not charge annual fees for this
lifetime protection. Register your pet DO NOT BE ASSENT FOR AN ORDINARY COLLAR LABEL WITH ONLY ONE WAY TO GET TO YOU! GET LOST AND FIND PROTECTION THROUGH AKC MEET AND SAY, YES! I LOVE MY DOG! To register by mail, fill out the registration form
(attached with your AKC registration certificate) and mail it to: American Kennel Club PO Box 900072 Raleigh, Raleigh, Raleigh NC 27675-9072 Forms and DocumentsMike Pohlman2020-05-12T15:00:02-04:00 Protect your pets with AKC Indigo Reunite 15 digits ISO 134.2 kHz Microchips.
These microchips are pre-sterilized in a single-use pre-assembled syringe with a silicone-coated needle for easy implantation. 15-digit and 134.2 kHz pet microchips comply with ISO 11784 and are the standard in many countries in Europe, Canada and Japan. Fifteen-digit ISO pet
microchips are recommended if you are traveling outside the United States with your pet. Pre-assembled microchip syringes are individually packaged with six microchip adhesive labels and include registration forms. Choose between prepaid enrollment in akC Reunite recovery service or
regular enrollment option. The regular registration fee per chip is $17.50 online or $19.95 if mailed. When you register, you will receive a necklace label with the microchip identification number. Prepaid forms include necklace labels; simply register the pet after implanting the chip. There is
no annual registration fee. Regular 134.2 kHz Indigo Microchips include:25 individually packaged pre-sterilized microchip/syringe.6 (six) microchip adhesive labels with each package25 Registration formsPREPAID 134.2 kHz Microchips Indigo include:25 individually packaged pre-packaged
pre-enchip Pre-microchip packaging/sterilized syringe.6 (six) adhesive microchip labels with each package25 Prepaid Enrollment Forms25 Necklace LabelsThe following scanners read the ISO microchip (15 digits, 134.2 kHz): AKC Reunite ProScan 700; HomeAgain® Universal Worldscan;
Bayer® IMAX; Green AVID® 1034/3 MiniTracker 3.Microchip Maintenance Form records for animal use only. Register your chip here. To increase the likelihood that pets will be reunited with their owners if they are lost or in the event of a natural disaster, Cats Exclusive, Inc. and AKC
Reunite are providing pet owners with a more permanent way of identifying pets. The joint effort is an initiative to get pets sent and enrolled in akC Reunite's recovery program. In other words, we want all pets to be microordered and registered. Make an appointment; for only $25 one of our
veterinary veterinarians microchip your pet. The small identification of the size of a rice is encoded with a unique number and is implanted just under the skin in the scrupulous neck. The process is simple and only takes a few seconds. The chip can be detected and read later by a scanner
used by shelters, veterinarians and other pet/animal agencies. You will be provided with an AKC Reunite enrollment form at the time the chip is implanted for your records. Our staff will register the microchip electronically. You should receive a confirmation letter in approximately two weeks.
This will ensure that you can be contacted when your pet is reported. In addition, it is very important that you keep the information that is saved in the database up-to-date. If you later move or get a new phone number, notify AKC Reunite immediately at 1-800-252-7894. Your pet will receive
a collar tag with the microchip number. The tag will also link your pet to AKC Reunite. This special identification label will serve as a supplement to the microchip and can speed up the recovery process. When your pet is found, animal control, veterinarians and rescue groups will first look for
visible IDs and call the free number on the label. If there is no label, they will scan your pet for a microchip and alert AKC Reunite, who will then contact the owner. Millions of pets are enrolled in AKC Reunite, which is the largest non-profit recovery database for micro-addressed pets in the
United States. The program keeps the database secure and trained staff provides 24/365-day recovery services. To date, hundreds of thousands of pets across the country have been recovered and reunited with their owners through AKC Reunite. Cats Exclusive, Inc. in partnership with
AKC Reunite, keep your pets safe at an affordable price. About AKC Reunite – The Road Home for Lost Pets. AKC Reunite, a subsidiary of the American Kennel Club®, is the largest provider of non-profit pet identification and recovery services in the United States. Since 1995 AKC Reunite
has helped pet owners reunite with their lost animals through 24/7 pet identification and recovery specialists, enrolling more than 5 million pets and recovering more than 400,000 lost pets. AKC Reunite microchips are a popular choice for pet professionals across the country for permanent
pet identification. AkC Reunite's Canine Relief and Support Fund has donated more than $4 million since 2001 to K-9 search and rescue teams, as well as causes of preparedness and disaster relief affecting our nation's pets. AKC Reunite also provides recovery service for all active duty,
military and law enforcement K-9 dogs. For more information, visit www.akcreunite.org or follow us on Facebook (www.facebook.com/akcreunite). Losing a pet can be one of the worst experiences of an owner's life. It is annoying to hear that of the more than 10 million dogs and cats lost or
stolen annually, only a small number meet with their owners. You can dramatically dramatically the possibilities of meeting your pet by using a microchip and a recovery service like AKC Reunite. The AKC Reunite program, formerly the AKC Companion Animal Recovery (AKC CAR)
program, began in 1995 and is the largest non-profit pet identification and recovery service in all of North America. It is affiliated with the American Kennel Club (AKC) which promotes responsible ownership of dogs, purebred dogs and competitive dog sports. Tom Sharp, President and CEO
of AKC Reunite proudly states that the program has helped reunite more than 500,000 pets with their owners over the years! Some of the stories are quite remarkable. Such an incredible story is that of Bemis who found his way back to his owner after seven years due to AKC Reunite.
Related articles Dog Nail Trim Made about Puppy Mills Greyhound Dog Pictures Sharp explains that the organization and its services, are the same great company. The main reason for re-name change and re-branding is because AKC Reunite is much easier to say and transmits our
mission more quickly to our customers. Apart from the end of the GPS Spotlight option for previous members of the AKC CAR program, the services are the same. According to Sharp, the GPS Spotlight service ended because the product is no longer available on the market How AKC
Reunite Works Pet owners must microchip first in order to enroll in the program. Most veterinarians and animal shelters can microchip your pet for you if they don't already have one for a minimum cost. You can also use the service if your pet has been tattooed or if you decide not to
microchip, although microchipping is strongly recommended as a method of choice. Owners can visit the AKC Reunite website and sign up online for a one-time fee of $17.50. If your pet was micro-boarded as part of the breeder's registration with the AKC, the basic program is free. If you
prefer to mail your registration, a downloadable registration form is available on the website. The registration fee for the mailing form is $19.95. You will provide your contact information as well as basic identification information about your pet, such as breed, gender and color and fur
patterns. In addition to the one-time enrollment fee, you can pay for additional protection services: The Lost Pet Alert service will send a transmission to Veterinarians, shelters and Reunite members in your local area with information about your pet and your last known location. This service
is a one-time fee of $13.50. Pet Poison's helpline gives you a subscription to this service 24/7 with critical health information for a one-time fee of $15.00. Enrollment in the program comes with an AKC Reunite label for your dog's collar you have your dog's program identification number and
the number 800 for the program. You can also request an update to your dog's tag for an additional fee. A designer label can be customized with your dog's name and microchip number for $6.95 to $10.95 depending on the style you Necklace label mufflers are also available for around
$1.99. If you don't like labels, dog collars with custom engraved buckles are available for order between $21 and $22. When a pet is lost and found by its local animal control officer, left in a shelter or discovered by a good Samaritan citizen, you can call the number 800 on the label and give
the customer service representative the identification number on the label. AKC Reunite staff will immediately contact you with the information you have provided to inform you that your pet has been found. You can also list the alternate people you contact if you don't respond. How Lost Pet
Alert Service works When you sign up for a basic Reunite membership, this adds you to a list of people, shelters, and veterinarians who are notified when a pet is lost based on location. In order for these alerts to work for you if your own pet is lost, you can pay an additional fee for the Lost
Pet Alert service. Says Sharp, this is a big network that helps pets get home faster. Our Lost Pet Alert service includes uploading a pet photo to the pet profile and the owner can print and share lost pet posters in PDF. Many times pets are located by a neighbor and the Lost Pet Alert and
posters help spread the word! Importance of microchips While you can register without having microchanneled your dogs, getting a microchip is highly recommended. Sharp explains that the unique microchip identification number must be linked to the owner's information in a national
recovery network service to be useful. If you don't enroll the microchip, it's like having a social security card with a number and no name on it, it's really useless. Labels, such as the AKC Reunite tag, can come off, which is often the case when a pet disappears and Sharp says, the microchip
is a backing key in case the collar or label goes out. Sharp's recommendation on microchips is supported by research. Studies have found that dogs with a microchip meet with their owners 52.2% of the time, while the percentage of dogs without chip is only 21.9%. The numbers are even
more convincing for cats. Only 1.8% of cats without microchips meet with their owners, but this number jumps to 38.5% if the cat has a microchip. All dogs must have identification tags Many dog owners who have microchipped do not use labels on their collars because they believe they are
unnecessary. However Sharp says AKC Reunite highly recommends a collar or collar with ID to help bring the pet home, so if a neighbor finds the pet, they don't need to go to the vet or shelter to look for the microchip. Having a label and microchip, along with a service like AKC Reunite, will
greatly increase the chances of your lost pet being found and brought back to you. AKC Reunite brings owners and their pets back together With over half a million pets returned to their owners, it's easy to see why the AKC Reunite program is beneficial for responsible pets Whether you



choose to use AKC Reunite, make sure your pets have microchips and identification tags with up-to-date contact information. Having a lost pet is scary, but the more steps you put in place to make it easier for them to find their way back to you, the better your chances of a horrible scenario
having a happy ending for you and your pet. Pet.
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